
 
Use the following thoughts and questions to have one spiritual conversation. You can pick and choose, use 
them all or just allow the statement to be your guide. The emphasis shouldn’t be about having all the answers, 
but simply having a conversation. 
 
1. Opening Statement 
Begin your conversation by asking about this statement: 
 
The Kingdom will be complete when Jesus returns, His bride is revealed, and 
evil is finally defeated. 
 
This statement is the biblical truth the student’s study was built around. Each week there will be one 
statement that ties the whole study together. These would be great statements to remember together. The hope 
is that thoughts and ideas will stem from these statements. You can also begin by sharing a thought of your 
own that you learned during your study of the same lesson. Ask what thoughts were surprising as the study 
was taught. 
 
2. Thought From the Study 
  
The kingdom of God has come in Jesus. It also will come with Jesus. So heaven is now celebrating and will 
celebrate the accomplishments of the King. Worship in heaven is more than eternal praise choruses. It is the 
declaration of the worth of the One who made all things, redeems all things, judges justly all things, and rules 
over all things.  
 
How does the future return of Christ alter the way I live in the present? How does my belief in Jesus’ return 
show up in my everyday actions and behaviors? 
 
3. Quote for Discussion 
Discuss this quote together. How does this change your understanding of a relationship with Jesus? 
 
“The return of Christ will signal not only the Father rescuing His children but also the Bridegroom rescuing 
His bride. As the church, we’re part of the ultimate Cinderella story—rescued from a home where we labor, 
often without appreciation or reward. One day we’ll be taken into the arms of the Prince and whisked away to 
live in His palace.” –Randy Alcorn 
 
4. Conversation Questions 
Use these questions to begin thinking through and applying the lessons to your family life:  
1. Why is it important for our family to understand that the kingdom of God has come in Jesus? 
2. How can our family relationship be strengthened by celebrating Jesus’s return? 
3. How can our family prepare ourselves spiritually in anticipation of His coming? 
4. How should knowing Jesus promises to rule with His people forever motivate our family to live on mission 
for Him? 


